help us celebrate
party for the planet
Today we celebrate the world’s amazing and diverse wildlife and how we can
protect and preserve the planet for future generations. This year, we Spring
Into Action, inspiring everyone young and old to do something that enriches
themselves and the world around them, and challenges them to take action!

Animal Enrichment drawing
When you’re bored you play a game, read, run outside or do other activities to stay busy. At the
Virginia Zoo, animals are given enrichment to encourage natural behaviors and help keep them
engaged. Enrichment can be anything from food, a new toy or even a re-purposed cardboard box!
Can you read each clue and draw the animal’s enrichment item?

ALDABRA TORTOISE
I love eating bright
foods, especially this
popular fall produce.

WHITE RHINO I like
pushing and kicking
this around my exhibit.

RED PANDA I enjoy
finding these small
fruits inside another
type of enrichment.

answer: grapes and cardboard boxes

answer: honey
answer: pumpkin

answer: carrots and sweet feed

RHINO HORNBILL I
can solve this within
minutes and find food
in the process.

SUN BEAR My long
tongue is perfect for
licking up this sticky,
sweet liquid.

answer: boomer ball

ZEBRA I enjoy produce
and something chewy
and sweet.

answer: puzzle feeder

party for the planet
The best, and perhaps easiest, way to take action to save the environment is to take advantage of
the four Rs: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, and something new at the Zoo – Refuse. For this activity, write
down the items you may use daily that you can use less of, re-purpose, recycle to be made into new
items or stop using completely!

I can
reuse
Old jars as
new storage
containers

I can
recycle
Aluminum
cans

I can
refuse
Plastic straws at
restaurants

I can
reduce
Paper use by
using both
sides

